Frequently Asked Question
How exactly did you fill Cape Cod Bay with Ganley et al.’s (2019) results?

Cape Cod Bay
• In 2015-2017, we solicited a collaboration with Center for Coastal Studies
(CCS), so that their surveys of Cape Cod Bay could be added to our model
• CCS replied positively, but their surveys lacked perpendicular distances to
whale sightings, which we needed for our analysis
• They undertook an effort to reconstruct those distances from logged GPS
data and then produce abundance and density estimates for CCB
• We left CCB “empty” for Winter and Spring seasons in our v7 model
• Laura Ganley published results in Feb 2019, which we incorporated into v8
• Rather than incorporate CCS data into our model, we overlaid their results on ours
• Cape Cod Bay is such a “special place” that it is best modeled separately
• This may change if robust zooplankton maps become available across the northeast

Incorporation of Ganley et al. (2019) CCB results
Step 1: For our model, Laura Ganley provided:
• Climatological mean abundance and standard error estimates for the 19992016 seasons, the period spanned by our model, for 5 months (Jan-May)
• The geographical area those estimates applied to: 4105 km2
Step 2: I derived mean density estimates and standard errors for each month:
Month Mean abundance (whales) SE Area (km2) Density (whales/100 km2)
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Incorporation of Ganley et al. (2019) CCB results
Step 3: I also needed estimates for December and June:
• For December, I used Ganley’s January estimate. Ganley indicated that right
whales occasionally showed up in CCB in December. She’ll try to include
December in her next update.
• For June, I used the density model’s prediction.
Month Mean abundance (whales) SE Area (km2) Density (whales/100 km2) SE
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Incorporation of Ganley et al. (2019) CCB results
Step 4: Together, Ganley and I identified the
cells of the density model’s grid that best
matched the area of CCB surveyed by CCS
(red polygon).
For each month, December-June, I set those
17 cells to the monthly density and SE
estimates from the previous step. (Each cell
received the same value for that month.)
4 cells that were populated with density
model predictions in v7 are now populated
with Ganley’s estimates in v8 (blue polygon).

Frequently Asked Question
What are the “edge effects” from v7 that were reduced in v8?
Our modeling approach was to split the study area seasonally and spatially into
subregions where we suspect the species exhibits different species-environment
relationships, based on the literature and patterns in the data.

We placed one such split at Block Island:
• Aggregations of feeding right whales were observed in multiple years just
north of here in Rhode Island Sound
• We were unaware of such regular feeding aggregations south of there
• We split the study area there, to allow models to express different density-tohabitat relationships, in case right whales behaved differently
• The boundary between the subregions produced an edge effect in v7
• In v8, we adjusted this boundary to reduce the edge effect
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Edge effect in Fall along Georges Bank
The v7 Fall season model predicted a strip of low density along southern
Georges Bank, waters 1000-1500m deep, along the model edge (next slide).
High CVs and other diagnostics indicated this was an aberrant prediction. The
fitted relationship for the Depth covariate indicated that density increased as
depth increased, but data were very sparse at deep depths. To reduce
uncertainty at deep depths, we expanded the subregion boundary to
encompass the remaining survey effort along deeper areas of Georges Bank.
The resulting model (v8) predicted less density here and CVs improved.
However, we caution that right whales have been observed and acoustically
detected in similarly deep waters (albeit more rarely than shallower waters).
The best way to improve the model for this region is to conduct additional
surveying, or to adjust our methodology to utilize additional classes of data.
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